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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

The data center industry is responsible for 1.5–2% of the world energy consumption. Energy management technologies have been proposed for energy-efficient scheduling of computing workloads and for allocating resources in such computing infrastructures. One of the important factors for this energy management is the estimation of power consumption as a result of the workload schedule to be carried out. The commonly used power models are a linear function of resource features. Based on measurement data sets from our cluster, we extended power model study to multiple non-linear dependencies. We provide several novel contributions: we apply neural network models and unsupervised classification models with basic OS-reported resource features for power estimation; we build and test the power estimation models in a cluster environment from a large size of measurement data; we evaluate the power estimation models in terms of not only accuracy but also portability and usability.

We prove that a multiple-variable linear regression approach is more precise than a CPU-only linear approach. The neural network approaches have a slight advantage – their mean root mean square error is at most 15\% less than that of the multiple-variable linear model. The neural network models have worse portability when the models generated on a node are applied on other homogeneous nodes. Gaussian Mixture Model has the highest accuracy but requires the longest training time. In the end, we prove that models trained using the system-level full features have the highest accuracy comparing to only use part of features.

© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Recent energy statistics indicate that the data center industry is responsible for 1.5–2\% of the world consumption \cite{1} and it would rank as high as the 5th among the countries of the world if considered as unique entity \cite{2}. The predictions for annual increases in data center power demand are as high as 15–20\% \cite{3}. Moreover, energy use of data centers is starting to prompt environmental attention in terms of greenhouse gas emissions. Data centers worldwide are estimated to account for over 2\% of global greenhouse gas emissions \cite{2}.

The data center owners (such as Google, Apple and Microsoft \cite{4}) have started monitoring their energy consumption and employing various energy-saving technologies to lower their operating cost as well as reduce their environmental impacts.

\textbf{Workload consolidation} is one of the most effective solutions for modern data centers to improve the energy efficiency of the infrastructure \cite{5–7}. Workload consolidation migrates workloads or virtual machines (VMs) from a set of current physical machine (PM) servers to a smaller set of servers. Data centers are usually under used, and rarely work at the maximum performance \cite{8}. Workload consolidation can achieve high energy efficiency by switching off unused nodes and increasing overall usage of resources.

In order to minimize energy consumption while meeting performance objective when dynamically scheduling workloads, workload consolidation requires understanding of various cost factors. The most important factors are prediction of the incoming workloads on a server as well as estimation of the energy consumption of VMs or the server as a result of the workload schedule to be carried out.\footnote{1 We do not estimate the power consumption of VMs in this paper. There is no VM migration between PMs. In this case, workload consolidation can be performed}
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consumption multiplied by time, it is necessary to estimate power consumption. Power consumption estimation computes the power according to current resource states from Operating System (OS) or Performance Monitoring Counters (PMCs). The majority of power estimation models used before are linear models [10,11], namely a linear function of resource features such as CPU, memory or disk load.

From the measurement data of our cluster, we found that power consumption was a not fully linear relationship with resource features, in particular, I/O load. Table 1 shows a few types of resource features measured in our cluster in the left column and the correlation coefficient of each feature and power consumption in the right column. The correlation coefficient of CPU usage and power consumption is close to 1, while the coefficient for other resource features such as disk load and network traffic load is small. In fact, I/O resources show non-linear behaviour, e.g. disk I/O operations have startup or stop delay of disk plates and seek time of disk heads. Previous work also proved that power consumption was not fully linear with CPU or I/O load [12,17,18]. Therefore, non-linear approaches exist an opportunity to achieve better accuracy than linear, only using basic resource features of CPU, memory, disk and NIC.

Polynomial models and classification models, which are two common non-linear approaches in the machine learning area, are suitable for power estimation. Polynomial models can capture the distinct change rate of power consumption to resources features while classification models can describe that power consumption is a function of resource features at different levels. We propose multiple non-linear approaches to train these models, and evaluate these models by comparing with highly used linear models. The power models provide the basis of controlling resources state for the schedule in future. To pursue high usability in the schedule, our approaches only select the basic controllable resource state in OS as their features.

The accuracy of trained power models depend on the executed workloads. We trained power models for servers on the data collected from long term previous runs rather than subjective benchmarking in a cluster. We consider three main reasons: First, there is no specialized benchmark for stressing all main server components. Existing benchmarks are mainly CPU or memory intensive but there is no standardized benchmarks for evaluating hard disk or network resources. Second, benchmarks are designed to stress some of the server components but they could not represent the actual workloads in a cluster. It is reasonable to train models using the actual workloads in the cluster. Third, the effect of machine learning methods depend on the size of a training set. Therefore, we collect a large size of measurement data for over 3-month from our cluster to train models.

The power models are evaluated on each selected node with actual workload and some benchmarks. We measure the accuracy of the models on Hadoop nodes and on nodes with GPUs, evaluate the portability of the models among homogeneous nodes and analyze the usability of the models by comparing execution time, CPU usage and the size of a training set needed.

The following are the main contributions of our work:

1. We apply neural network models and unsupervised classification models with basic OS-reported resource features for power estimation.
2. We build and test the power estimation models in a cluster environment from a large size of measurement data.
3. We evaluate the power estimation models in terms of not only accuracy but also portability and usability.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 presents related work on power estimation. Section 3 proposes the architecture of our monitoring and scheduling system; Section 4 focuses on characterization of cluster workloads; Section 5 shows our various approaches of building power models. Section 6 provides the result of evaluation on the models. Finally, Section 7 shows our conclusions and future work.

2. Related work

We differentiate between the concepts of power consumption estimation and power consumption prediction. Power prediction computes power consumption of nodes in future periods according to historical power consumption. Power consumption estimation contains the models for CPU, VM and server [19]. The models for VM and server is similar in terms of training approaches and features. The power consumption of a PM server can be calculated directly or as the sum of the power consumption of hosted VMs. It is therefore appropriate to discuss the state of the art about the power estimation of VMs and PM servers.

Many previous approaches have used linear models for estimating power consumption of a whole server. Fan and Weber [20] implemented a linear model based on CPU usage only. As Rivoire et al. [21] proposed, the CPU usage only linear model is not an accurate reflection of the CPU power, only suitable for CPU-intensive workloads.

The models that use both OS-reported component utilization and CPU performance counters are increasingly necessary for accurate power estimation. Heath et al. [22] proposed a linear model for a heterogeneous server cluster. The power consumption of individual servers is estimated with a linear model that solely employs utilization metrics. The key factor is to determine the utilization level of each resource for a single server. The total consumption of a resource is the sum of the fraction of requests served locally, the cost of sending requests to other nodes and the cost of serving requests on behalf of other nodes. The utilization of a resource is derived by the ratio of resource consumption to the capacity. Zamani and Afsahi [23] created linear models using different combination of features such as OS-layer resource feature, PMCs or various tasks execution cycles. Arber et al. [24] analysed the correlation coefficient of PMCs and power consumption. They select 5 events with the highest correlation coefficients in their system-level power model, which is derived by multi-variable linear regression. Cache contention is considered as well. Economou et al. [25] also presented a full-system linear model, which considered the OS-reported features of main resource components such as CPU usage, memory usage, disk I/O rate and network I/O rate. The multiple-variable linear approach evaluated in this paper uses the similar features. All approaches above only generate a single

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of resource features</th>
<th>Corr (feature, power consumption)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU usage</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory usage</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk I/O time</td>
<td>0.48 (sda), 0.49 (sdb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk read speed</td>
<td>0.46 (sda), 0.46 (sdb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk write speed</td>
<td>0.38 (sda), 0.38 (sdb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIC incoming speed</td>
<td>0.37 (eth0), 0.36 (eth1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIC outgoing speed</td>
<td>0.38 (eth0), 0.18 (eth1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL page fault</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major page fault</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The researchers address this challenge by characterizing workloads and generating a set of linear models for a server according to the workloads. A model is selected for power consumption estimation according to running workloads. Rajamani et al. [26] created linear models for CPU differentiated by value of parameters according to CPU operating frequencies and voltages. Li et al. [27] focused on the application of linear power model in a Cloud environment. They observed that low accuracy at peaks and valleys of power consumption. The improved linear model is divided into 3 subclass models according to the high, medium and low level of CPU utilization. Kansal et al. [7] learned a set of parameters for a model of each VM separately, based on the initial observation. The parameters for the VM can be shared if the hosting server has the similar configuration. But the methods of characterizing workloads in these literatures are not systemic, and are based on observations of limited number of works. These methods are only feasible for known or observable workloads with obvious patterns.

Besides the common features from OS and PMCs mentioned before, few studies employed novel features in their models. Dhi- man and Rosing [28] proposed a feature, which is ratio of the instruction execution cycles to the overall cycles, to characterize the workload. They created an Application Power Table of each application for each server type hosting the application. Parameters of VM power model can be obtained from the table. Koller [29] introduced a throughput-based power model according to observations from a set of experiments on a mix of diverse applications.

A new trend is to estimate power consumption through non-linear approaches. Lien and Ying-Wen [30] suggested that a linear power model was only acceptable up to the medium utilization level. They built an exponential model for a web server, which is more accurate for different utilization. Lent [18] added a logistic function to model non-linear disk and OS behavior in a linear model for web servers. Wabmann et al. [31] computed power consumption of each VM in the server using multiple-variable polynomial approach. Their features are the utilization of CPU, hard disk and NIC in the VM Piga et al. [32] proposed a k-means model using a correlation-based feature selection. Zamani and Afshari [23] considered a time-series factor in their model. Dhi- man [12] used Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to estimate power consumption of each VM. The features they consider are IPC, MPC and CPU usage. They manually divide the CPU usage into many groups, and then cluster and fit each measurement vector using quantizer mismatch (QM) distortion in each group. After that, multiple Gauss clusters are generated inside each group. When estimating the corresponding power consumption for a given feature vector, the closest cluster to this vector can be calculated using QM distortion. The estimated power consumption is the power value in the center of the cluster. We implement a different GMM regression approach. We employ the Expectation-Maximization (EM) [33] algorithm to find clusters, and use conditional probability to estimate power consumption. Their GMM obtains the same approximate estimation value for all feature vectors fit in the same cluster while our approach is more fine-grained. Our approach calculates the estimation value for different feature vectors, even which are in the same cluster, using Bayesian theory.

Table 2 summarizes the power consumption models for VMs and PMs we describe above.

### 3. System architecture

In order to further explain the role of power estimation models during the workload schedule in clusters, we describe our monitoring and scheduling system in a cluster environment.

Fig. 1 shows the system architecture. The computing subsystem executes users’ jobs and monitors state of each node. The manager subsystem generates an energy efficient workload schedule plan the computing nodes should execute. The manager subsystem is deployed on the manager nodes. The system aims to perform autonomic and dynamic workload schedule every fixed time period. We call each schedule period a time window. We explain each component in what follows.

**Monitor module.** The monitor module is deployed on each computing node. The monitor modules manage hardware-based sensors such as power distribution units (PDUs) and software-based information sources such as MDS [34] and Ganglia [35]. The monitor modules customize drivers for various information sources to produce measurement data.

**Information module.** The information module collects and organizes the measurement data from the distributed monitor modules. All the data is stored in a database system. The module provides interfaces for data access.

**Models.** Multiple models are built to support the workload prediction and power estimation, similar to the models in Yuan et al. [36]. For whatever approaches, parameters of models are trained based on historical data from the information module. But the metadata of historical data for approaches should be specified...
Table 3  Parameters, models and decision variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input parameters</th>
<th>( \alpha_i )</th>
<th>Power weight of node ( i )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \beta )</td>
<td>Penalty weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( r_{\text{SLA}} )</td>
<td>Average task response time in SLA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( T_k )</td>
<td>Length of control time window ( k )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( x_{k-1}^i )</td>
<td>Resource loads of node ( i ) at window ( k - 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>The number of nodes in the cluster</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intermediate parameters</th>
<th>( p_k^i )</th>
<th>Power consumption of node ( i ) at window ( k )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( r_k )</td>
<td>Average task response time of cluster at window ( k )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( x_k )</td>
<td>Resource loads of cluster at window ( k )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>( F_p )</th>
<th>Power estimation model of node ( i )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( F_i )</td>
<td>Load prediction model of node ( i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( F_r )</td>
<td>Task response time model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decision variables</th>
<th>( x_k^i )</th>
<th>Resource loads of node ( i ) at window ( k )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( n_k^i )</td>
<td>1 if node ( i ) at ( k ) is running, 0 otherwise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

before training according to the resource features in models, as some approaches only consider the CPU usage data while some approaches concern more features. Other models are necessary to calculate execution performance, which is used to compare with the Service Level Agreement (SLA).

Workload prediction module. The workload prediction module leverages the load model to predict resource loads in the next schedule period. The module uses the resource loads in the previous and current time window to predict incoming load in the next time window \( k \) in Formula (1). The notations adopted in our system is summarized in Table 3.

\[
x_k^i = F_t^i(x_{k-1}^i, \ldots, x_{k-j}^i, \ldots, x_{k-1}^i) \quad 1 \leq j \leq k - 1
\]

Power optimizer. The power optimizer calculates the schedule plan for minimizing the power consumption of the cluster without heavily violating the SLA. In our system, the SLA is the average task response time of the cluster and the expected value should be predefined. The optimizer needs to estimate the power consumption and the response time of the cluster in the incoming window \( k \) using power estimation model \( F_p \) and response time model \( F_r \).

The decision variables in the plan can be calculated by solving Formula (2) and (3) online. Decision variables are about how many nodes should be powered off or on in a cluster and how much resources of each node should be used. The objective function is the sum of energy cost and SLA violation’s penalty cost. The average task delay can be calculated by resource loads. The response time model \( F_r \) can be obtained from queue theoretic models as Ardagna et al. [10] and Lent [18] did, or directly from historical data statistical analysis as Zhang et al. [11] observed.

\[
\min \sum_i \alpha_i n_k^i p_k^i T_k + \beta(r_k - r_{\text{SLA}}) \quad (2)
\]
subject to

\[
p_k^i = F_p^i(x_k^i) \]
\[
x_k = \sum_i x_k^i \frac{\sum_j n_{k-1}^j}{\sum_i p_k^i} \]
\[
r_k = F_r(x_k) \]
\[
n_k^i = 0 \text{ or } 1 \]
\[
0 < \sum_i n_k^i \leq N \quad (3)
\]
Table 4: The configuration of target nodes (two groups) in our cluster.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Node with GPUs</th>
<th>Hadoop nodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of nodes</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>E5-2620 (2.0 GHz), 12 cores</td>
<td>E5-2620 (2.0 GHz), 12 cores, hyperthreading enabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>64 GB</td>
<td>64 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>2*1TB</td>
<td>2*1TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIC</td>
<td>IB and GbE</td>
<td>IB and GbE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>7 K20m, 1 Phi</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scheduler. The scheduler receives the plan from the optimizer module and starts to allocate resources. It switches off and on nodes and migrates the tasks between nodes to control the usage or the rate of resources.

In our architecture, the role of power models when workload consolidation is to estimate the power consumption of a server at a given performance state, and finally to provide energy-saving solutions to controlling state of resources without heavily violating the SLA for the schedule in future.

4. Load measurement and workload characterization

Our power estimation study relies on measurement data, so we briefly introduce the collected data sets from DAS-4 cluster.

4.1. Load and power measurement

The DAS-4 cluster system [37] is mainly used for research purposes, such as to process and test students’ homework, benchmark mathematical models and validate research ideas. We only targeted the single nodes without independent PDUs. We categorized 15 target nodes into two groups according to their use as shown in Table 4. One group is 7 nodes with GPUs which mainly run CPU intensive high performance computing; another is 8 Hadoop nodes which run short tasks that are assumed to be both CPU intensive and I/O intensive. We also run different types of benchmarks on the two groups for evaluation. The first group includes 7 nodes with K20m “Kepler GPUs” and one of nodes with an extra Intel Xeon Phi accelerator. They are equipped with dual Intel “Sandy Bridge” E5-2620 (2.0 GHz) processors. All of the Hadoop nodes are homogeneous, equipped with the same processors as the nodes with GPUs, but Hadoop nodes are hyperthreading enabled. All the nodes in the cluster are homogeneous in memory, disks and NICs. The OS is CentOS 6.2 x86_64. The Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scale (DVFS) capability of all the nodes is enabled, using default governor – “on demand”.

The measurement data is stored in one previous developed semantic information system – Energy Knowledge Base (EKB) [38] for DAS-4 cluster. Semantic-web technologies improve data interoperability between different clusters. The EKB system collects measurement data from PDUs and Ganglia [35]. The type of resource features the information system can measure are listed in Table 1.

We generated one data set for each node from the EKB information system. Each data set includes the measurement data for 100 days of 2013. The data is sampled every 3 minutes. Each data vector in a data set, which is an observation from different features and power consumption at the same time stamp, is called one example in machine learning. Each data set contains about 100 * 24 * 60 / 3 = 48,000 examples.

4.2. Workload characterization

The accuracy of power estimation approaches in a cluster depends on its workloads according to previous studies [18,39]. The approaches exhibit different effects in an I/O or CPU intensive environment. Some approaches are effective in an environment with mild workload pattern fluctuation, and are not suitable in a drastic fluctuation environments. For this reason, we characterize the workloads to understand our cluster environment before building estimation models.

According to the measurements data, the nodes with GPUs have a wide power range from around 130 to 330 W while Hadoop nodes only change at most 100 W between 110 and 210 W.

In order to clearly describe the distribution of nodes in terms of main resource features, we compute separate normalizations for each of resource fields. The normalization is a scaling relative to the largest capacity of resources on any machine. This normalization method is also used in Google cluster data trace [40]. In Fig. 2 we show the CDF distribution of CPU, memory and disk load for all the nodes. The resource loads are CPU usage, memory usage and disk I/O time respectively. For the most of the time the CPU usage is close to ‘idle’; this is expected as our cluster is not a production system. Nodes with GPUs run few I/O tasks. Hadoop nodes run more I/O intensive tasks than nodes with GPUs because Hadoop nodes have higher memory and disk load.

To understand the fluctuation of our workload pattern, we visualize load change of each node in our cluster. We compare the load change of our cluster with Google clusters, because they are known to exhibit strong workload variations. We compute the average load change of every 2 hours for each node respectively, and then draw the curves of changes between two consecutive periods in Fig. 3. The Google nodes have indeed more drastic load change than our Hadoop nodes and nodes with GPUs, because Google Cloud runs many short tasks, which are abundant in task types. Our observation to Google cluster is similar to what Reiss et al. [41] did. This shows that our cluster tends to run workloads with mild load fluctuation. The load in the Hadoop nodes exhibits higher noise than that in the nodes with GPUs, because the Hadoop nodes tend to run shorter term tasks compare with the nodes with GPUs. This further proves that the Hadoop nodes is more I/O intensive than the nodes with GPUs.
We conclude that the Hadoop nodes are an environment with CPU and I/O intensive mixed workload while the nodes with GPUs mainly run CPU-intensive workloads.

5. Power estimation approaches

In this section, we describe the linear and non-linear power estimation approaches to be evaluated. All the approaches are based on the common features. We first discuss the selection of the features from all the measured features.

5.1. Feature selection

As seen in Table 1, we can obtain the measurement data with 9 types of resource features. Two rules are followed to select the features for power estimation.

- First, we select at least one feature for each resource component. A server is composed of a few resource components; the main components are CPU, memory, storage, and NIC.
- Second, we choose basic controllable features in OS for high usability of models. Power models are the basis of controlling resources state for the schedule in future. So even if the power consumption is estimated using the complicated features like CPU hardware counters, OS could not precisely and easily control the state of these features. The scheduling plan could be impossible to be executed.

According to the Rule 2, we exclude page fault. We calculate the correlation coefficient between Disk I/Otime and Disk Speed based on the data. The coefficient is very high (more than 0.88). This means they are the same features for disks. We exclude Disk I/Otime also. According to the Rule 1 we select 6 types of features: CPU usage, memory usage, Disk write/read speed and NIC incoming/outgoing speed. Effectively, we have 10 features due to two disks and two NICs equipped for each node in our cluster.

5.2. Approach description

The analysis of Table 1 and previous work in Section 2 shows power consumption has a non-linear relationship with resource features. We propose and implement two neural network approaches and one unsupervised classification approach to capture this relationship. The change rate of power consumption is distinct for different ranges of resource loads. For instance, power consumption grows slowly as resource loads increase from idle [17] or resources meet the bandwidth bottleneck for intensive workloads [18]; power consumption could take off when medium resource loads. The polynomial function in the neural networks models can describe the non-uniform change rate of power consumption. A single set of parameters generated by linear or polynomial regression could not fully capture the complicated relationship between resource features and power consumption. This follows an observation from [12] – power consumption is a function of resource features at different levels. The relationship could be better represented using multiple sets of parameters generated by unsupervised classification models.

5.2.1. Linear and multiple-variable linear (M-Linear)

We implement two linear approaches; they both use an gradient descent algorithm to find the local minimum. One approach is the function of CPU only, named by Linear, which was used in early power estimation studies. Another is the multiple-variable linear regression with 10 features we selected, named by M-Linear, which is a direct optimization of the CPU only approach.

5.2.2. Artificial neural network (ANN)

A feed forward neural network is one of typical artificial neural networks, named by ANN. Data flow always moves in one direction to calculate weights for each neuron. ANN adjusts the weights using the gradient descent. Our ANN uses 2-degree polynomial functions in the neuron. The structure of our ANN network is predefined. The ANN network structure has 10 input variables in the input layer and 1 output variable in the output layer, because we input 10 features and only output power consumption. Based on our research experience on neural networks, we define a single hidden layer but with a large number of neurons in the layer.

5.2.3. Group method of data handling (GMDH)

GMDH [13] is also known as polynomial neural network, which can be represented as a set of neurons in which different pairs in each layer are connected through a polynomial function, thus producing new neurons in the next layer. The structure of a GMDH network is not predefined but evolves during the estimation process. Fig. 4 shows an example of GMDH network with 4 inputs and 1 output. The number of input variables in each neuron is 2 and the maximum number of neurons in hidden layers is 3. Fig. 4 shows an example of GMDH network with 4 inputs and 1 output. The number of input variables in each neuron is 2 and the maximum number of neurons in hidden layers is 3.

Similar with ANN, GMDH use all 10 features as input variables and power consumption as a output variable. Our GMDH network training algorithm proceeds as follows:

1. Separating one data set into training set and validation set.
2. Creating the combinations of the \( m \) input variables in each layer. In the first hidden layer, we input 10 features, so we create \( \frac{10!}{(10 - m)!} \) combinations.

3. Calculating the regression for each combination. Each neuron is a \( d \) (2 or 3) degree polynomial that captures relationship between power consumption and the combinations. We estimate the weights of the neuron by the least square method for each combination. After regression, we compute estimation errors on the training set.

4. Selecting the intermediate neurons. Select the maximum \( n \) best neurons from all combinations according to the errors. All errors of the selected neurons should be less than the largest error in current layer. These \( n \) intermediate neurons are set as input variables of the next layer.

5. Computing the errors of the selected neurons on the validation set. When the least error on the validation set for neurons in next layer stops decreasing if compared with the least error on training set in the current layer, stop training. Otherwise, jump back to step 2 to construct the next layer.

5.2.4. Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)

GMM [14] is a parametric probability density function represented as a weighted sum of Gaussian cluster densities. Different from the two neural networks we talked above, GMM is an unsupervised method, usually used as information classification. One of input parameter is the number of Gaussian clusters, denoted by \( c \). The classification process is to find the parameters about each cluster, including cluster center, cluster co-variances matrices and mixing coefficients.

We leverage the GMM algorithm for regression because other classic classification methods such as K-means are not accurate for regression [15]. The process of GMM regression is as follows. First, 10 features together with power consumption are all as input variables during training. Second, we use iterative EM to find the model parameters. Third, given the value of one feature vector, this feature vector’s conditional probability density function can be obtained based on the model parameters [16]. So the cluster center, cluster co-variances matrices and mixing coefficients of conditional probability density function is known. Finally, the power consumption for this given feature vector can be calculated as the expected value of the conditional probability density function, which is the sum of the mix coefficient for each cluster multiplied by the center of the cluster.

5.3. Method of training models

We train the models for each node using the Linear, M-Linear, ANN, GMDH and GMM approaches. Before training, we classify each 100-day data set into three groups. The Training set (TrS) is used to fit the models and find the model parameters, for instance, for computing the weights for each neurons in GMDH and ANN, cluster parameters in GMM and weights for each features in the linear models. The Validation set (VS) is used to decide the proper input parameters and to prevent overfit of models, and the predefined input parameters for each model is shown in Table 5. In cases where training is performed too long or where examples in TrS are rare, overfit may take place. The performance on the TrS increases while the performance on unseen test set becomes worse. For one set of input parameters for an approach, we obtain one model by training. We can get a couple of models for the approach because of different value of input parameters. We choose the model with the optimal input parameters, which causes the least root mean square error on the validation set. The Test set (TeS) is used to evaluate the effect of the chosen model. We set the ratio of TrS size, VS size and TeS size as 6:2:2. The size is the number of examples on each set.

Table 5
Predefined input parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>( n )</td>
<td>Number of neurons in each hidden layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMDH</td>
<td>( \nu )</td>
<td>Number of input variables for each neuron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( d )</td>
<td>Degree of polynomial function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMM</td>
<td>( c )</td>
<td>Number of clusters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>( \lambda )</td>
<td>Regularization coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-Linear</td>
<td>( \epsilon )</td>
<td>Learning rate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We use a random data set classification method to mitigate the locality of workloads. If the TrS and VS have widely different workload patterns, this could influence the choice of models on the VS and finally impact the evaluation result on the TeS. We shuffle all the examples in each initial data set according to time stamps. All the examples are random in the time sequence. From an overall data set, we fetch the first 60%, the following 20% and the remaining 20% of all the examples into the TrS, VS and TeS. We shuffle and classify the data sets 50 times. For one shuffle, we train, select and evaluate model one time. All the evaluation results we show in the next section are the mean value of 50 times.

6. Evaluation

6.1. Metrics for accuracy

We introduce two metrics to evaluate the accuracy of estimation: Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and success ratio. For one node, RMSE measures errors between the estimated power values and the measured values on its test set. The size of examples on the estimated data set are \( M \). We denote the \( m \)th real power consumption value of node \( i \) in this set by \( P^i(m) \). The RMSE of one node \( i \) can be represented as:

\[
\text{RMSE}(i) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=1}^{M} (P^i(m) - P^i(m))}
\] (4)

In addition, we compute success ratio, which is the ratio of the number of accurate estimations to the total number of estimations. An estimation is deemed accurate if it falls within some \( \Delta \) of the real value. In our case, \( \Delta \) can be 1%, 5% or 10%. The formula for computing the success ratio of one node \( i \) is shown as:

\[
\text{SR}(i) = \frac{\sum_{m=1}^{M} g(m)}{M}
\]

\[
g(m) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \frac{P^i(m) - P^i(m)}{P^i(m)} \leq \Delta \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\] (5)

Success ratio and RMSE are two different metrics. RMSE measures the mean performance of multiple estimations, while success ratio depicts the distribution of accurate estimations. If the estimations have high errors very few times and most estimations are precise, they may show high RMSE but high success ratio.

6.2. Accuracy result

We compare the RMSE and the success ratio of all nodes on the originally shuffled test set, and then we analyse the results on nodes with GPUs and on Hadoop nodes respectively for various benchmarks.
6.2.1. On the test set

To validate whether the models we train exist overfit problem, we first evaluate the learning curves of the various models, which capture the change of the estimation errors on the TrS or on the TeS when the size of TrS increases slowly. In the process of obtaining these learning curves, the size of TrS is fixed at 20% of the overall data set while the training set increases from 10% to 100% of the original overall training data set.

The final learning curves are shown in Fig. 5. The X-axis is the size of TrS, while the Y-axis is the mean RMSE of all nodes. The errors of any model on the training set and on the test set are very close and nearly converge as the TrS size increases. This tells us that all the models reach the same state without suffering overfit when using 100% of TrS. From Fig. 5(a), we see that both linear models show good performance even on the small size of TrS while non-linear models do not reach their best performance until using 50% of the TrS. This proves that the non-linear machine learning approaches require a larger size of train set than linear approaches. So far, we have shown there is no overfit problems when training our models on the overall training set.

![Fig. 5. Learning curves on the test set (a) and on the training set (b).](image)

![Fig. 6. The CDF distribution of RMSE of all the nodes on the test set.](image)

6.2.2. For the benchmarks

We further study the estimation performance for two types of benchmarks. The benchmark information is shown in Table 6. We run Linpack on the 4 nodes only with a single GPU and we run MapReduce benchmarks on the 8 Hadoop nodes. MapReduce Writer is a low CPU usage but I/O intensive benchmark, which writes random keys and values into a big HDFS file. MapReduce Sort is a CPU-intensive benchmark that sorts the data generated by
Table 6
Benchmarks and target resources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>CPU load</th>
<th>Target resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MapReduce Writer</td>
<td>20 G data per map; 10 maps per node</td>
<td>5–20%</td>
<td>8 Hadoop nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MapReduce Sort</td>
<td>200 G per node; 10 maps/reduces per node</td>
<td>75–100%</td>
<td>8 Hadoop nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linpack</td>
<td>N: 40000; P*: Q: 12, 24, 36, 48</td>
<td>25%, 50%, 75%, 100%</td>
<td>4 nodes with GPUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linpack-GPU</td>
<td>N: 40,000; P*: Q: 24</td>
<td>10–20%</td>
<td>4 K20 GPUs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Writer benchmark. The CPU usage changes in a range of 5–20% and 75–100% when running Writer and Sort respectively by the parameters we specify. Linpack is a CPU stress benchmark. Our Linpack test set has the problem size of 40,000 and it includes 4 Linpack tests. We adjust the process grid ratio (P*: Q) to change among 12, 24, 36 and 48 in our cluster, which makes CPU load change among 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% on each node. Linpack-GPU is a same benchmark with the Linpack test with the process grid ratio of 24, but this benchmark is executed on GPUs rather than CPUs.

Fig. 8(a) shows mean RMSE of the models on the Hadoop nodes. For Writer, all the models achieve high accuracy except the Linear model. The mean RMSE for Sort is much higher than for Writer for all the models. This means the estimation error for CPU intensive tasks is higher than that for I/O intensive tasks. GMM has a remarkable improvement over the other models, even in high CPU usage situations on the Hadoop nodes. The mean RMSE of GMM is at least half of that of the other models. The ANN model has a small enhance for RMSE, only about 4% less compared with M-Linear. GMDH is 15% better than M-Linear. M-Linear obviously outperforms Linear.

Fig. 8(b) shows the mean RMSE for the Linpack test and for the Linpack-GPU test both with the process grid ratio of 24. Two neural networks have a slight improvement over M-Linear. Compared with the results under Linpack and Linpack-GPU, power consumption is worse estimated when running tasks on the GPUs.

Fig. 9 presents mean success ratio on the Hadoop nodes and on the nodes with GPUs under different Δ. It shows that GMM has the best success ratio in most situations. In some cases models have lower RMSE error but less success ratio. For example, mean success ratio of GMDH is higher than GMM when Δ is 5% for the Writer benchmark. This is because some estimations of GMM and M-Linear have large errors.

We evaluate mean RMSE for the Linpack test set which consumes different CPU usage on the nodes with GPUs. In Fig. 10, the mean RMSE basically increases when the CPU usage rises for all the models. M-Linear is still much better than Linear. GMDH becomes less accurate than ANN with the growing usage. They are both better than the two linear models. But GMM no longer remains the high accuracy at high CPU usage on the nodes with GPUs. This might be the result of imprecise cluster. We propose a simple optimized GMM model (GMM-Opt) with the awareness of CPU usage. We manually classify each data set into 5 groups according to the CPU usage: [0, 0.2], [0.2, 0.4], [0.4, 0.6], [0.6, 0.8] and [0.8, 1]. Then we train models independently in each group. We fit each feature vector in a proper group based on its CPU usage value to determine a model, and finally compute the power estimations. The figure shows GMM-Opt improves the accuracy of GMM and has a similar effect to the neural network models.
In summary, for the Hadoop nodes with the I/O and CPU-intensive mixed computing environment, GMM has the better accuracy than GMDH in particular for CPU-intensive workloads; For nodes with GPUs that are the pure CPU intensive environment, GMM can be optimized with manual cluster to achieve the better performance. In the both environments, ANN shows its improvement over M-Linear under resource intensive workloads, but improvement of the two neural network approaches over M-Linear is not remarkable. M-Linear is much better than the Linear approach.

6.3. Portability and usability result

In a cluster environment, not all the nodes are installed with power meters. How to obtain their power models? Power is consumed by resource components to carry on tasks. Power consumption should be same for computer systems with homogeneous hardware and software configuration. Thus, models can be shared between homogeneous nodes. We have generated 5 different models using 5 approaches for each node. We migrate the models generated on one node onto its homogeneous nodes to evaluate errors on the test set. This is a process of testing the portability.

Fig. 11 shows the fit ratio of each model for the Linpack and MapReduce benchmarks. The MapReduce benchmark includes Writer and Sort. The fit ratio is the absolute error between the estimated power consumption using migrated models and the originally estimated power consumption divided by the originally estimated power consumption. We traverse all the nodes to the fit ratio for its homogeneous nodes. We list the best and worst fit ratio value. The two neural network approaches have the worst effect because the fit error could be enlarged by high degree polynomial function in neurons even with minimal difference from weights. GMM performs well among homogeneous nodes. M-Linear has the better portability than Linear for Linpack.

In practice, system administrators are not only concerned with the estimation accuracy of models. They may also consider the training time, estimation time and resource usage of each approach. In our last experiment, we study these factors. We train all the models and estimate power on a server node with Intel E5620 processor (2.4 GHz) and 24 GB memory. The range of results on the test set and for the benchmarks we use above are shown in Table 7.

The training time varies a lot. Both linear models only need less than 10 seconds. The time of GMM and GMM-Opt are the longest, nearly 30–100 times of linear models. ANN and GMDH take about 60 seconds. All the models only require less than 1 ms to make one estimation on average. The CPU usage for the models training is nearly the same, less than 8%. From the learning curves in Fig. 5, we have observed that the two linear models do not require a large size of training data to reach of stable RMSE value, while non-linear models could suffer overfit with inaccurate results if the TrS is not large enough.

The cluster operators can use GMM or optimized GMM approach if they demand precise model in a long schedule time window. They have enough time to train the model, estimate power consumption and perform schedule in the window. If the operators concern computing cost in a short schedule window or in a hard deadline for scheduling, they should choose M-Linear. Machine learning approaches take too much computation time. When they compute the models, the incoming short schedule window could have passed in the worst case. The simple approaches are adaptive in the environment where the configuration of nodes changes or updates frequently. The linear approaches allow operators to update their models in a short time, while the complicated machine learning approaches need quite a long time to collect new measurements for new parameter training.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Linear</th>
<th>M-Linear</th>
<th>ANN</th>
<th>GMDH</th>
<th>GMM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training time (s)</td>
<td>2–4</td>
<td>4–7</td>
<td>25–73</td>
<td>17–60</td>
<td>132–227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimation time of single example (s)</td>
<td>&lt;10^-8</td>
<td>&lt;10^-7</td>
<td>[10^-7, 10^-6]</td>
<td>[10^-4, 10^-3]</td>
<td>[10^-4, 10^-3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU load</td>
<td>&lt;7%</td>
<td>&lt;7%</td>
<td>&lt;8%</td>
<td>&lt;8%</td>
<td>&lt;8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large size of TrS demand</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.4. Impact of feature selection

Fig. 12(a)–(c) shows the RMSE and success ratio of a node with CPU against different sets of features for M-Linear and GMM on the test set. Fig. 12(b) shows the success ratio result when Δ is 1%; Fig. 12(c) shows when Δ is 5%.

For M-Linear models and GMM models using the full feature set, RMSE is the lowest and success ratio is the highest. This result supports the full feature selection in the approaches.

For the M-Linear models using a set with CPU only, or a set with CPU and memory features, or a set of CPU and I/O features, leads to worse results than in the case of a full feature set. In all cases we have comparable RMSE and success ratios. In essence training a linear model using other features than the full set is not optimal on these nodes.

For the GMM models, the feature set with CPU and I/O has the highest RMSE. When Δ is 1%, success ratio for GMM models using CPU only is the lowest. This tells us the set with CPU and memory features is a suboptimal choice when the complete features cannot be observed.

7. Conclusion and future work

We discussed the importance of power models, which motivated our evaluation of non-linear machine learning approaches including ANN, GMDH and GMM. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to make use of these approaches based on a large size of measurement data to estimate power consumption in a cluster environment.

We can conclude our finding as follows. The non-linear machine learning approaches can improve the estimation accuracy of the linear approaches using basic resource features. The GMM approach has the best power estimation accuracy compared with the neural network approaches and the linear approaches in the I/O and CPU-intensive mixed environment; GMM is not suitable in the pure CPU-intensive environment, but the optimized GMM approach can improve GMM and achieve the similar performance compared to the two neural networks. The GMM regression consumes the longest time to train the model. The neural network approaches only have a slight accuracy advantage over multiple-variable linear approach, meanwhile these neural network approaches have the worse portability on the homogeneous nodes. A multiple-variable linear approach highly improves the estimation accuracy of CPU-only linear approach. We suggest to use GMM or optimized GMM if anyone only concerns with the estimation accuracy, and to use a multiple variable linear regression in the time constraint environment. In the end, we prove that models trained using the system-level full features have the highest accuracy comparing to only use part of features.

Although our cluster is not a production cluster, our study on designing power estimation approaches and evaluation methods in the paper can be useful for future work in production clusters. We can further improve the accuracy of approaches by considering operating frequency of CPU [32] and time series in the future. The CPU power for the different frequencies is totally distinct. The pattern of resource features about sample time can better characterize workloads. Two factors make power estimation model more fine-grained. It is also expected that features about GPUs e.g. GPU memory usage should be taken into consideration for precisely estimating power consumption of GPU workloads [42].
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